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Overview
This game is a dungeon crawler with a focus on combat, exploration, looting, and improving and advancing your heroes. 
Heroes will leave the comfort of their town to undertake expeditions to randomized dungeons, which are represented with 
square grid tiles from Advanced Heroquest. The game is designed for 1-3 players who each play a role from the classic 
"holy trinity" of Tank (Defense), DPS (Offense), and Healer (Utility). There is no requirement to have an extra player as a 
dungeon master who runs the game.

Core Mechanic
Spend Surges (marked with ) to use different Activators, which are provided by your Race, Class, Role, and Equipment.↝

Hero Creation
Heroes have the following statistics:

- Speed (amount of squares you can move)
- Grit (how difficult you are to hit, TODO term could be Agility, Resilience, Endurance, Evasion, or Dodge and rename 
current Dodge to Shift)
- Grab (how hard it is to move/escape from you)
- Hitpoints (how much life you have before going Unconscious)
- Fate (limited resource pool of additional Surges)
- Armor (permanent damage reduction)
- Shield (temporary damage absorption)
- Reflect (temporary damage absorption while returning damage)

1. Choose your Race
Human - jack of all trades
Dwarf - tough, slow
Elf - agile, fast
Halfling - small, tricky, free Dodge through enemy square (between their legs)
Half-Orc - strong but unreliable

2. Choose your Class (TODO https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/FantasyCharacterClasses)
The three Roles are Offense, Defense, Utility

Rogue - Offense, positional damage and shifty
Fighter - Defense

https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/FantasyCharacterClasses


Cleric - Utility, heal or protection

3. Start with 250 gold Crowns
4. Perform Town phase once the entire party is ready

In the Town
Town Locations
Each hero can visit 3 town locations between each expedition. Crowns and equipment can be traded freely between heroes at 
anytime in town. All Hitpoints and Fate are restored when in town.

Explorer: Re-roll a dungeon for 25 Crowns. Can pay to "lock in" any features (10 Crowns each) of the current dungeon 
before re-rolling
Gambler: Play Fickle dice for Crowns
Tavern: Buy temporary party wide boosts/blessings for the next expedition
Blacksmith: Trade and Upgrade equipment
Wagon: Create a new hero or switch heroes
Guild: Train and level up hero Class or Race (once per successful expedition)

Discovering a Dungeon
The heroes start with a dungeon discovered, can always return to the previous one, and discover a new one after a successful 
expedition. They can use the Explorer to re-roll the features of an unvisited dungeon.

To discover a dungeon roll a D12, D10, D8, and D6 all at once. Then refer to the feature tables below:

Monster Type: D12, 1-6: Orc, 7-10: Undead, 11-12: Beasts
Strength: D10, give 1 Activator with elemental damage to all monsters

Weakness: D8, give 1 elemental Weakness to all monsters
Quest: D6, 1: clear 5 rooms, 2: find 3 pieces of treasure, 3: kill 3 Champions, 4: rescue a townsperson, 5: map/explore 

the dungeon (find the stairs down), 6: mine crystals or escort TODO

Expeditions
Once a suitable dungeon has been discovered, the heroes can begin an expedition there. They start the dungeon with 10 
Glory. An expedition will either succeed or fail, and Glory is used to track the magnitude of both.

Anytime a hero goes Unconscious the party loses 1 Glory. If the party is reduced to 0 Glory the expedition ends as a 
failure and they immediately return to town. If all heroes are Unconscious the expedition fails and the heroes lose all 
Crowns before being dragged back to town by rescuers.

Killing a Champion awards 1 Glory to the party. There is no limit to Glory.

An expedition is successful if the Quest is completed. Besides any Crowns and equipment the heroes found in the dungeon, 
they also receive a reward based on their total Glory. A lower tier reward can always be taken instead:



1-4 Glory: 10 Crowns each
5-7 Glory: Can use the Explorer once for free
8-9 Glory: Can use the Tavern once for free

10 Glory: Can Train once for free
11+ Glory: Choose any two previous rewards

Crystals
Any Crystal not used during an Encounter can be mined for 5 Crowns each if the heroes win the Encounter.

Monsters will never use a Crystal.

Crystal effects:
1  Heal↝
1  Damage↝
1  Gain Armor/Reflect/Shield↝
1  Speed boost↝
1  Grit boost↝
1  Teleport↝
1  Apply Effect (buff to self or debuff to enemy)↝

Equipment
- Main Hand - Can have two and swap freely
- Off Hand - Can have two and swap freely
- Body - Main armor, defensive Activators
- Ring - Cross class Activators
- Amulet - Health based Activators or Interrupts
- Boots - Movement based Activators

The Main/Off Hand can have Gemstones (crafted from Crystals) set into sockets to give a bonus prefix and suffix to the 
equipment. Two-handed weapons have 4 sockets.
Prefix gems are always elemental based, either changing the base damage type or granting an Effect. 
Suffix gems always give an Ability or useful Activator.
For example a "Fiery Greataxe of Cunning" would grant a fire damage Activator and special movement Activator.

Dueling: If a hero has only a Main Hand equipped with no Off Hand they receive a +1 to-hit bonus.

Level Up
Heroes can improve in a few ways: level up their Class or Race (called Training), level up equipment (called Upgrading).
These options have the same cost formula:

50 Crowns + (10 Crowns * current level)



For example to Train a Knight from level 1 to 2 would cost 60 Crowns, whereas Upgrading his sword from level 3 to 4 
would cost 80 Crowns.

Note that you can only Train once per successful expedition.

In the Dungeon
Exploring
TODO Dungeon layout generation tables. One roll for everything, so maybe D20, D12, D10, etc. that correspond to 
different tables: rooms, passage length, passage end, crystals, enemies.

Rooms should have a very high chance of enemies, like 11/12. In a rare empty room the party can take a rest which gives 
them a bonus for the next Encounter.

Have a "wandering monster" D4 dice as part of the roll. If a 4 is rolled add a token to a pool, once the pool reaches a 
certain size (>= Glory?) monsters appear.

Encounters
An Encounter begins when a hero can see a monster, which is normally after Exploring a new corridor or room. The 
Encounter ends when all the heroes are Unconscious or all the monsters are dead. At the end of an Encounter all Effects 
are cleared and the victors are restored to full Hitpoints.

The heroes always get the first Turn, which goes to whichever hero triggered seeing the monsters, such as the hero that 
opened a door to a room. Then play proceeds clockwise around the table, with the heroes taking a monster Turn after each 
of their own.

Round
A Round consists of many Turns, and is complete when all entities have had 1 Turn. Some Effects and Activators will 
specify they last for a Round, which amounts to persisting until the end of your next Turn.

Turn
In a Turn the acting entity can Move and then Attack. At the end of the Turn apply any Effects (such as Poison).

Abilities
These can be Passive (bonuses already factored into the hero) or Active (something useful that is done without Surges).

For example a Passive could be +1 Grit, which would always apply to a hero. An Active example would be getting a +2 
bonus to Escape Checks, since that only applies sometimes.

Abilities can also be Interrupts, which always have a trigger or case where they apply. For example a hero could have 
"Interrupt (encounter start)" or "Interrupt (first ally goes Unconscious)". When the trigger happens the Ability can be used 
immediately, even outside of the hero's Turn, which means everyone has to pay attention to not miss the trigger.



If multiple Interrupts happen at the same time, the heroes resolve theirs first (in any order they choose amidst the party) 
and then monsters resolve theirs.

Move
Move up to your Speed (in squares) in any direction. You can move through allies, but not enemies, and can never end in 
the same square as another entity.

Moving while adjacent to an enemy requires a successful Escape Check.

Dodge is a special type of movement (normally granted by Activators) that allows you to ignore the Escape Check.

Attack
Roll 3D6. The two highest results become the to-hit roll and the lowest result is the number of Surges available. This 
means you will have between 1 and 8 Surges.

If there is a tie for lowest result, add +1 Surge for each tie. For example rolling 5, 3, 3 would make a to-hit roll of 8 
(5+3) and gives you 4 Surges (3+1). Another example would be rolling 5, 5, 5 which gives a to-hit roll of 10 (5+5) and 7 
Surges (5+1+1).

If the total to-hit roll is greater than or equal to the target's Grit, the attack was successful, otherwise the attack missed. 
Some Activators can modify the to-hit roll to turn a miss into a success.

Melee attacks can only do damage when adjacent, unless a Reach or Ranged Activator are available.

Momentum
After every attack, before Damage is applied, a forced movement called Momentum is performed. If the attack was 
successful the target is pushed 1 square directly backwards (or to a diagonal side of the attacker's choice if against a wall), 
and the attacker must move into the vacated square. If the attack missed then the attacker is pushed in the same way by the 
target instead.

If the attack hit multiple targets, the original target is affected by Momentum. If the attack was Ranged then Momentum 
still applies, except the attacker first pushes the target as above, and then advances 1 square towards towards the target 
(instead of into the vacated square).

Damage
All attacks do a set amount of damage, instead of randomized. The base damage of the weapon used can be modified by 
Activators. Once total damage has been calculated, reduce the enemy's Hitpoints by that amount. A monster at 0 or less 
Hitpoints is killed and removed from the dungeon. A hero at 0 or less Hitpoints falls Unconscious.

When applying damage alphabetically process Armor, Reflect, and Shield before reducing Hitpoints. Note that this 
operation may result in 0 damage being done.



Armor is damage reduction, so 5 damage against 3 Armor results in 2 damage done to the target. Armor is never reduced 
by use, but can be bypassed by Activators.

Reflect is temporary damage absorption that also returns damage to the attacker. So 5 damage against 3 Reflect would 
result in 0 Reflect remaining, return 3 damage to the attacker, and then result in 2 damage done to the target.
Note that returned damage cannot be Reflected back by the attacker.

Shield is temporary damage absorption. So 5 damage against 3 Shield would result in 0 Shield remaining and then result 
in 2 damage done to the target.

A more complex example is a Fighter with 1 Armor, 2 Reflect, and 2 Shield getting hit for 7 damage. The Armor reduces 
the incoming damage to 6 (7-1), then Reflect takes this to 4 (6-2, with 2 returned to the attacker), and finally the Shield 
takes the damage to 2 (4-2). The Fighter would lose 2 Hitpoints, and have 1 Armor, 0 Reflect, and 0 Shield left.

Another example is a Cleric with 0 Armor, 6 Reflect, and 2 Shield getting hit for 4 damage. The Reflect takes the damage 
to 0 and returns 4 damage to the attacker. The Cleric is left with 2 Reflect and the 2 Shield is untouched.

Critical Hits
If the to-hit roll is a natural 12 (so two 6s), a Critical Hit is scored. Double the base damage of the attack.

Unconscious
If a hero is Unconscious they take a special truncated Turn. They can perform a free Dodge 1 square (from crawling away). 
Then they must roll 1D6, on a roll of 6 they get a Miracle Recovery and heal to 1 Hitpoint and are no longer Unconscious. 
Regardless of the result any Effects apply and then the Turn ends.

Monsters will never intentionally attack an Unconscious hero.

Healing
An entity can never be healed above their maximum Hitpoints.

Spending Surges
The attacker can spend up to as many Surges on Activators as they have available from their attack.

For example a Rogue who got 5 Surges might spend 1 Surge to add +1 to-hit, 3 Surges to add +3 damage, and 1 Surge to 
apply Poison 1.

Order of Resolution
Once an Attack has started, the attacker can choose the details of when they resolve each part. For example they could 
spend 2 Surges, then Momentum and Damage, then spend 3 more Surges. The only requirement is that Momentum is 
mandatory and must happen before any Damage is applied.

Escape Check



If someone wants to use a Move while already adjacent to an enemy, the moving entity needs to succeed at an Escape 
Check. They roll 2D6 and apply any modifiers. The Escape Check succeeds if greater than or equal to the enemy's Grab 
statistic. On success the moving entity can continue their Move, otherwise they must stop immediately and their Move ends.

Flee
The heroes can choose to Flee the dungeon at any point if all the conscious heroes are not adjacent to enemies. The party 
returns to town and the expedition is a failure.

Monsters
There are two types of monsters: Minion and Champion. Each can have a Role just like the heroes. Some Activators will 
only work on certain types, such as a Champion being immune to a certain Activator.

After a hero's Turn, they take a monster Turn, which is done in the same way with Move, Attack, Surges, etc. Use the next 
monster on the Monster Sheet, so that each monster gets a Turn.

The heroes should endeavour to utilize monsters as effectively as possible and not "pull punches". To facilitate this if a 
monster knocks a hero unconscious that monster will provide an additional 10 Crowns if killed. This is called a Bounty.


